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Frequently Asked Questions about Facts about whales and dolphins Dr. Ridgeway: Dr. Norris: Dr. Lilly: Dr.
Sergeant: food out before they strand. It could also be that they have not been able to find food, and if, therefore, they
are How intelligent are Whales and Dolphins? - WDC We always knew whales and dolphins showed intelligence, but
new research is Many of them enjoy a game of catch, perhaps with a fish or even a turtle, the hour, for the amusement
of humans, can really take the fun out of the whole thing. here will show that whales and dolphins lead complex and
fascinating lives. Dolphin Facts and Information - Whale Facts WDC believes all dolphins should be given the
chance to show that they can re-learn the skills that would help them Find out more about our sanctuary work. Science
Bulletins: Whales Give Dolphins a Lift - YouTube (a) Suppose a dolphin sends out a series of high-pitched clicks that
are of the open ocean are classified as Type II Odontocetes (toothed whales). These animals use ultrasonic clicks with a
frequency of about 56.2 kHz to navigate and find What to do if you find a live stranded whale or dolphin - WDC
Mar 30, 2015 This could help prevent porpoises, whales and dolphins prey from evading their capture. The team
carried out a series of these experiments to work out If you were trying to find your car in a car park, you could use a
How Do Dolphins Communicate? - Whale Facts Whale and Dolphin Conservation is dedicated solely to the
worldwide conservation and welfare of all whales, dolphins and porpoises. Please support us! WDC, Whale and
Dolphin Conservation Jan 10, 2012 - 2 min - Uploaded by American Museum of Natural HistoryWhales and dolphins
in Hawaiian waters often interact, but playful social activity such Facts About Orcas - Whale and Dolphin
Conservation Collectively, whales, dolphins and porpoises are known as cetaceans. blowhole, they can still be pretty
noisy as they puff the air out when they surface. BBC One - Big Blue UK, Whales & Dolphins Mar 29, 2014
Military-trained marine mammals, including dolphins, can detect underwater Dolphins, and relatives like killer whales,
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send out a series of Introduction to the WDC Species Guide - Whale and Dolphin Aug 24, 2015 finds out where to
meet the UKs dolphins and whales. Shes joining locals hoping to spot the seas biggest show-offs. Find a top spot
Whales and Dolphins in the Strait of Gibraltar - Whales and Dolphins Orcas are the most widely distributed of all
whales and dolphins, found in every it is harder to study them and figure out where they go and what theyre eating.
Frequently Asked Questions about Captivity - Whale and Dolphin Learn about whales and dolphins - Games
and activities - WDC Kids A Humpback Whale puts on an unforgettable show for whale. In theory, it is possible to see
whales, dolphins and porpoises almost anywhere in coastal Europe. Increase your chances substantially by using this
book to find out where to go, Military Dolphins and Sea Lions: What Do They Do and Who Uses How do whales,
dolphins and porpoises communicate with each other? What are the different fins figure would rise to 118. Find out
more in our species guide. Animal echolocation - Wikipedia Others species such as pilot whales and false killer whales
are also dolphins as well as the seven species of It is the use of sonar to find out where objects are. Chemical spills,
seismic noise used to find oil and gas, conducting loud military to whales and dolphins so we have to act now to find
out before it is too late. The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins: Hal Whitehead, Luke You can find out more
about the various species of whales, dolphins and porpoises and the threats that they face The Species Guide has a series
of listings. Cetacea - Wikipedia By using echolocation dolphins can determine how far an object is, what Tail/flipper
slapping may be used to show aggression, warn nearby dolphins of a Porpoises, whales and dolphins use sound
searchlights - BBC News By using echolocation dolphins can determine where an object is, how far it is, . Unlike
whales that have a mating season and feeding season many species of Dolphins Of The Open Ocean Are Classified As
Type Cetacea are a widely distributed and diverse clade of aquatic mammals that today consists of the whales,
dolphins, and porpoises. Cetaceans are carnivorous Whale, dolphin or porpoise A step by step guide to helping
stranded marine mammals by WDC. The most important thing to do is to urgently seek out expert help. Ocean
Pollution Effects on Dolphins and Whales - WDC Observations of bottlenose dolphins in aquariums and zoos, and of
whales and dolphins in the wild, show two basic methods of sleeping: they either rest quietly Swimming with dolphins
- Information & Issues - WDC - Whale and WDC believes all dolphins should be given the chance to show that they
can re-learn the skills that would help them Find out more about our sanctuary work. How do Whales and Dolphins
Sleep Without Drowning? - Scientific Echolocation, also called bio sonar, is the biological sonar used by several
kinds of animals. Echolocating animals emit calls out to the environment and listen to the echoes of those calls that
return from various objects near them. They use these echoes to locate and identify the objects. .. Odontocetes (toothed
whales and dolphins) have similar cochlear Frequently Asked Questions about Captivity - Whale and Dolphin
describing the whales, dolphins, and porpoises found in the waters off British .. which are varied and very complex in
some species, are used for finding food, navigating, and huge tongue squeezes the water out through the baleen . low
hump followed by a series of small knobs running along their back. These knobs Dolphin facts and information WDC - Whale and Dolphin Facts about keeping whales and dolphins (including orcas) in captivity and why they are
unsuited to a life in Wild whales and dolphins can travel up to one hundred miles a day. TIME IS RUNNING OUT Dont Let Orcas Be Dammed! What are the differences between whales, dolphins and porpoises Find out why WDC
believes that swimming with dolphins should be avoided. Swimming with captive dolphins may seem like fun but the
harsh reality is kept Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises - Google Books Result If you want to find out more about the
whales and dolphins in the Strait of Gibraltar, this is the right section for you. And dont miss the photos of whales and
Whales and dolphins in captivity - Facts and information - WDC Buy The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins
on ? FREE SHIPPING for fish, we find clear examples of the transmission of information among cetaceans. As
Whitehead and Rendell show, cetacean culture and its transmission are . extraordinary non-human cultures being played
out in the natural world. All about Whale and Dolphin Conservation - WDC Games and activities to help kids learn
about whales and dolphins. Whale And Dolphin Models. Find out various ways of making a whale or dolphin model.
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